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        21st November, 2018 

 
 
Talks on bailout package with IMF inconclusive 
ISLAMABAD: Talks remained inconclusive between the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the 
government of Pakistan for a bailout needed to build reserves and avert the possibility of a balance of payments 
crisis. 
 
Read more:Pakistan formally seeks financial assistance from IMF 
 
A late night press release issued by the Fund said that “[o]ur dialogue with the Pakistani authorities will continue 
over the coming weeks”. 
 
Contrary to past practice, no press conference was held at the conclusion of the talks and the Fund team, headed 
by mission chief Herald Finger, left the country without any further comment. Both sides issued brief, but 
carefully drafted, statements of their own to the media. Both statements read substantially the same. 
 
    Negotiations to continue as Fund team departs 
 
Pakistan’s case for an IMF programme can now be taken up by the executive board of the Fund in the second 
half of January at the earliest. Programmes are finalised and funds released only after the board’s approval. 
 
The two sides had a concluding round of discussion before Finance Minister Asad Umar and IMF mission chief 
Herald Finger departed to Malaysia and Washington, an official said. 
 
In background discussions, senior officials said the two sides were able to agree on “80 per cent” of policy 
measures and had still “20pc” gap to bridge on all the five major areas — fiscal adjustment, monetary policy, 
further increase in electricity and gas rates and structural reforms. 
 
A statement issued by the Ministry of Finance said the two sides made “substantive progress” and the “positive 
engagement” will “continue over the coming weeks to finalise the programme with the Fund”. 
 
Likewise, the IMF mission said the two sides made “significant progress toward reaching an understanding on 
policy priorities and reforms” and the “discussions will continue in the coming week toward reaching staff-level 
agreement”. 
 
Officials said the main obstacle to the staff-level agreement on a Fund programme was the timing and pace of the 
fiscal adjustment and reforms programme. “There is little disagreement on policy measures between the two 
sides but the PTI government wanted a gradual process to pass on impact of painful fiscal and monetary policy 
adjustment to the people,” an official said. 
 
He said the IMF wanted upfront deliverables on increase in taxes and energy costs while Finance Minister Umar 
wanted three years to complete the adjustment process. 
 
“These are unusually difficult negotiations in view of many reasons including prevailing geopolitical situation,” 
said an official but disagreed that recent exchange of harsh tweets by President Trump and Prime Minister Imran 
Khan had anything to do with the process. 
 
He also ruled out its negative impact on Pakistan’s exports to the United States. 
 
The official said: “This is not business as usual talks and everything is being discussed in detail even though we 
are not in panic.” 
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Another official said the IMF wanted an upfront plan to eradicate Rs1.2 trillion worth of power sector circular 
debt including around 20pc increase in tariff to ensure full cost recovery. “We believe the circular debt actually 
payable is no more than Rs630bn for which we will commit a three-year framework. This is not possible 
immediately,” he said, adding the government had only recently increased power and gas rates. 
 
There is a need for proper spacing, he said. In the meanwhile, he said, the government was working on recovery 
of Rs140bn outstanding arrears from defaulters during the current year. 
 
He said Pakistan was now in a comfortable position after availability of $6bn from friends against a $12bn 
financing gap and another $3-4bn could be arranged “from here and there”. 
 
“We are not dying for the bailout at this stage and can capitalise on the available cushion, otherwise we would 
not have allowed the mission to go like this.” 
 
Officials said the IMF wanted to complete programme benchmarks in two years and the finance ministry wanted 
to stretch them out to full three years to prolong the painful adjustment. They said the two sides would revive 
dialogue through email and video-conferencing next week to work out differences before Christmas holidays and 
hopefully the IMF staff would take Pakistan’s case to the executive board by second or third week of January. 
 
Responding to a question, finance ministry officials did not agree that IMF wanted to include in its programme 
benchmark the compliance with Financial Action Task Force targets regarding anti-money laundering and 
counter terror financing (AML/CTF) efforts, or otherwise link the programme with the action plan Pakistan has 
committed to FATF. 
 
The officials also denied that the IMF pressed for an increase in GST rate and explained it came up internally 
from a stakeholder to boost revenues and was rejected by the finance minister himself. 
 
Informed sources said the two sides disagreed on the revision in revenue target to Rs4.75 trillion instead of 
Rs4.39tr at present. A gap also existed on further devaluation, increase in currency exchange rate and some other 
issues but the officials declined to discuss specific details. 
 
The IMF only said that the “two sides made substantive progress towards developing a common understanding 
on the policy and structural reforms framework for the prospective IMF programme, including fiscal and 
monetary measures, corrective interventions for balance of payments sustainability, pro-poor spending, 
governance and development of a business-friendly environment”. 
 
The Fund’s resident representative remained unavailable for further comment or discussion till filing of this 
report. 
 
The IMF said its mission had “been engaged in productive discussions with the Pakistani authorities on economic 
policies and reforms that could be supported by a financial arrangement with the IMF. In this context, there has 
been broad agreement on the need for a comprehensive agenda of reforms and policy actions aimed at reducing 
the fiscal and current account deficits, bolstering international reserves, strengthening social protection, 
enhancing governance and transparency, and laying the foundations for a sustainable job-creating growth path”. 
 
Khaleeq Kiani 


